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The Phillips Laboratory Conventional Space Po er Branch is responsible research and development of solar power generation, po er management and dis ibu · on, and energy storage systems for the Air Force. Some of the technologies currently being inves ·gated are thin film and multi-band gap solar cells, polymer based cells, and sodium sulfur technology cells. The NaSTEC program focuses on developing curre available sodium sulfur cells for use in space applications and investigating the operational parameters of the cells. 
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These effort will uHima ely make technology transfer 
possible for NaIS, thus enhancing current missions and 
enabling future missions. 
The aSTEC program ill test cell samples from US and UK ve dors to establish 
parameters of state of the art cells. lh US cells offer high energy density as 
compared to standard NiH2 cells, i a higher ris in opera 'on. Cell from the UK 
offer a 10 er energy density an US cells, b t with a higher reliability. Th ogram 'II 
eval ate the p os and cons of both systems with regard to the goals outlined above and 
this informa ion will be used to design advanced po er systems for current and future 
missions, 
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Phase II: Fligh 
Exper m 
Phase III: Life Test 
Appr 
NaSTEC is comprised of three phases, each phase investigates a different aspect of 
cell research. Phase I concentra es on normal operational parameters and the upper 
and 10 er limits of both cell systems. Phase" ill determine t e effects zero-g, both 
immediate and long-te m effec s. Phase III '11 place a large popul 'on of as cells on 
extended life cycle test to b ild a database of cell operational data. Each of these 
phases is a self-sufficient program, but is designed to comp/ement the 0 her programs. 
This allows for flexibility in program planning and program management 
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The tests have been designed to examine all aspects of cell operation 'th a 
minimum of duplication while maintaining statistical reliability of the data. Each facility 
will perform tests that best suit their particular capabilities. Each of the tests simulate 
some of the si uations that the NaS cells might see in space, both normal and 
accidental. The goal of ea h t t is outlined above and individual test plans will be 
formulated by the test facilities. 
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S cell modul n zero-g with a simulated 
Verify I ctrod mat I tr port. 
Validat ck ng des gn. 
Evaluate zero-g impact on operation. 
Evaluate thermal characteristics. 
Phase II is the heart of the aSTEC program. The flight experiment is designed to 
verify the zero-g operat!'Jn of NaS cells and observe any effect on battery performance. 
This experiment will fly both US and UK cells for complementary testing in Phases I 
and III. Some of the concerns associated ith zero-g operations of as cells are 'th 
the electrode material transport in the reactive zones of the cells, zero-g degradation of 
cell performance over a long period of time, and thermal control of the cells without 
major impac on the rest of the space craft. This will be accomplished by cycling the 
cells in a simulated GEO cycling regime and analyzing the data as it is collected. The 
mission has a one year requirement with a three year goal. 
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factors n m d: 
Weight and olu to t m n mum 
Power nd data r qu r men r duc d to mod r 
level u Ing charg cheduling and 10 data rates 
Keep co t do n by using Class B and/or Proto-Qual 
hard are nd r ducln redundancy to a minimum 
acceptab I vel 
This approach ill produce preliminary data conceming 
the operation of NaIS in zero-g, thus opening the door 
for further research and use as prime power on many 
missions 
Experiment design is driven by economy in weight, volume, cost, and power 
requirements. Construction of the experiment will be contracted out, 'th the design 
developed through close interaction between the contractor and the experimenter. 
Weight and volume will be economized through careful planning of materials used and 
the structures required. Current capabilities of data collection and recording are more 
than sufficient for handling the requirements of the experiment, but to cost 10 on these 
components, data rates ill be reduced to a minimum acceptable level. Po er 
consumption of th experiment can be excessive, if not controlled. The requirement of 
the experiment package will be reduced through the use of a unique charge control 
system. The US and UK cells will be divided into two electrically separate cell packs. 
During cycling, one pack will be discharging and the other charging, using the excess 
power of the first pack. There will be some power dr wn from the satellite bus to 
account for the losses in wiring, heater power, controller power, and any loss of 
capacity in either cell pack. This arrangement will help with thermal management and 
hardware requirements. As NaS cells are discharging, they give off heal This heat is 
absorbed by the charging cells to maintain operating temperature 'th minimum heater 
power. Hardware is reduced by eliminating the need for external thermal management, 
and load radiators. All this will help reduce the cost of the experiment. The 
components to be used in the experiment will be Class B parts and possibly some proto 
-qual type parts. This may affect the weight, volume, and power budget. but savings in 
cost will compensate. 
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Pha II : Description 
SNBUS 
us 
IS 
MODULE 
..... --4 I DAACS I 
Volume: 0.1 cub e me rs 
Power: 80 .ltts(lvg) 
The exact requirements of the experiment have not been formalized, but the values 
listed above are close estimations. The small size and volume will allow for easy 
incorpora 'on of the experiment into a wide variety of satellites, All efforts 'II be made 
to make the interfaces as generic as possible, as to be compatible ith the system bus. 
The simulated cycling regime will make the experiment compatible 'th any actual orbit 
the host sa ellite may be in, though the only hard requirement is that the satellite must 
not be a spinner or a tumbler. This would induce centripetal force that would affect cell 
performance, and we would not be able to evaluate the cell's zero-g capability, 
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Pha III Lif Te 
ram 
Phase III will comm nce aft r 0 tion of as cell c 0 ogy 
ha been demon trated In z ro-g a d will d v lop 0 rge 
seal lif eycl te t 
Data from th t t will be complied nto a databa h ch III th n 
be used by syst m engineers to design satellite power systems 
Large cal life t st ill also include experimental accelerated 
cycle profil s 
Test profiles will include: 
GEO Cycling Pulse Testing 
Accelerated Cycling 
LEO Cycling 
User Defined Profiles 
After the flight experiment is operational on orbit for several months. and initial cell 
operation is proven. a large scale cycling program will be started. This test '11 
generate data that will be used by power system engineers to design power systems 
for satellites. The tests will look at all types of operating profiles including accelerated 
cycling. LEO cycling. GEO cycling. pulse testing. and user defined profiles. The test 
will last over five years with the possibility of becoming a permanent test. The data 
generated will be analyzed with respect to the data obtained from the flight experiment 
with regard to zero-g effects on cell performance. The data then will be compiled into a 
database for easy manipulation and access. This data will be accessible at first to 
governmental agencies and to others on special agreements between the requesting 
organization, the testing organization. and the cell vendors. 
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Sodium Sulfur l ch ology P ogram 
Conclu ion 
Knowl dg ga d through thf program will be used to des gn be ter po r system for satellites 
Each phas can tand alon if n essary, but not 
recommended 
Total cost of the program is estimated to be $10-$15 
million for all phases 
In order for NaS technology to become acceptable and available to the end user by FY 97, the goals of the NaSTEC program must be completed. NaSTEC will perform thi task by completing Phases I and II, and by starting Phase III. NaS technology is at a poi t at which tech transfer can be made possible and power systems will be made more efficient through the use of NaS cells . 
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